
 

Coffee Brief 

Date: June 23, 2022 
 

Preparedness Levels & Alaska Fire Activity 

 

There are currently 15 staffed fires. Yesterday’s large fire growth was ~16,000 acres. 
 

Sources: National and AICC Situation Report 
 

Resources 

 



AVIATION: 34 SMJ’s available ~ 54 SMJ’s committed.  

CREWS: 5 additional crews are tentatively scheduled to arrive from the lower 48 on 6/26. 

MISCELLANEOUS:    

2 additional CL-415’s, 1 jump ship and 1 ASM ordered for AFS from the lower 48. 
An additional FB group ordered by DOF for SWS. 
10 additional SMKJ boosters from the lower 48 over the next couple days. 
NV IMT3 Team 4 is currently in command of the Fish Incident. 
AK IMT2 Black Team is currently in command of the Lime Complex. 
AK IMT2 Green Team is currently in command of the East Fork incident. 
 
Source: IROC Reports 
 

Weather Summary 

Thunderstorms will be a factor for Alaska once again today, with today's action mostly over South Central and the eastern 
Interior.  Temperatures for the Interior will be roughly near normal, with widespread readings in the 60s and 70s today, and inland 
portions of South Central could reach the lower 80s.  Temperatures over northwest Alaska will be cooler as a cold marine system 
transits the Chukchi Sea.  The southeastern Interior and Panhandle will be much drier today compared to Monday and Tuesday as the 
low pressure system that produced the rain is now moving into British Columbia and out of our area.    

The overall wind pattern over mainland Alaska is not very strong today, with the notable exception being the southwest winds of 15 to 
25 mph over northwest Alaska and across the northern Interior.  Thunderstorms also have the potential to generate brief gusty local 
winds. 

In the longer term, a high pressure system is set to build into Alaska by the weekend and then remain in the area.  Such a change in 
pattern would bring widespread temperatures 5 to 10 degrees above normal and a reduction in the amount of shower and thunderstorm 
activity.   

Source: Alaska 7-Day Outlook 
 

Fuels/Fire Potential 
 

Showers and thunderstorms have modified the fuels in many areas of Alaska's Interior.  However, such precipitation is quite variable in 
space, so some areas received no precipitation at all.  The highest values of Initial Spread Index will be in the northern Interior today 
due to the combination of breezy winds and dry fuels. 



With high pressure set to build over Alaska by the weekend and then remain in the area, the deeper fuel indices such as BuildUp Index 
and Duff Moisture Code are becoming very relevant.  Highest values of BUI and DMC are in the Interior, the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, 
and South Central Alaska.  These values will only increase in coming days. 

Source: Alaska 7-Day Outlook 
 

Fuels Status Alaska Fire and Fuels Map 
 

 

 

https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6337,-14900,4/g1/mc/vtemp/sAK/n/zt
https://fire.ak.blm.gov/predsvcs/fuelfire.php


 



Click on the following images for direct links to the maps. 

                                                           FFMC                                                   DMC                                                    DC 

     

For additional fuels information visit https://akff.mesowest.org/ 

Sources: AICC Predictive Services – Fuels/Fire Danger web page, Alaska Fire & Fuels web page 
 

Prioritized Incident Details 

This information will be available after the next AMAC meeting. 

Source: AMAC Incident Prioritization List, ICS-209s 
 

The Coffee Brief is posted at PLs 4 and 5 only. 

 

https://akff.mesowest.org/
https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6504,-16194,5/g1/mc/vffmc/sAK/n2/zt
https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6504,-16194,5/g1/mc/vdmc/sAK/n2/zt
https://akff.mesowest.org/map/#/c6504,-16194,5/g1/mc/vdc/sAK/n2/zt

